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welcome
Dear Supporters, 

Welcome to the Victoria Stadium for the first of two huge UEFA internation-
al Friendlies for Gibraltar’s Men’s National team this week, as they face-off 
against Liechtenstein tonight and then against Andorra on Saturday evening. 

These two friendlies will prove to be historic occasions as they are the last 
time that the Men’s National Team will play in the Victoria Stadium in it’s cur-
rent state, with works on the new stadium project set to begin next year. 

First up, tonight’s opponents Liechtenstein are no strangers to visiting the 
Victoria Stadium, with this being the 4th time they will have played an in-
ternational fixture here, with two matches finishing in draws and Gibraltar 
winning that historic 2018 UEFA Nations League encounter thanks to a mem-
orable comeback with goals we will never forget from George Cabrera and 
Joseph Chipolina. 

These last two senior men’s internationals at the Victoria Stadium, in its cur-
rent state, promise to be ones to remember and the chance to give the team 
a final send off before they go back to Faro, temporarily, until the new nation-
al stadium is completed. Let’s get behind Julio and the team and be that all 
important 12th player, as with your support anything is possible! 

I would like to give everyone who has turned out at the stadium this evening 
a huge thank you. Your loyal support is tremendously appreciated by the 
team and by all involved.

Wherever you are watching tonight I hope you enjoy the game. 

- Michael Llamas GMG KC
Gibraltar FA President 
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TJAY DE BARR
Having come through a testing injury-stricken 12 months, Wycombe 
Wanderers striker, Tjay De Barr, makes his long awaited return to the National 
Team just in time to bid a final farewell to our historic Victoria Stadium.

Tjay, first things first. You’ve been absent from the National Team for 
quite a while. How does it feel to be back? 
Obviously, it feels really good to be back with the boys. It’s been exactly one 
year since I got injured last November vs Latvia, so being back obviously after 
one year is really good. 

How is the body feeling? You look like you’re raring to go? 
Yeah good, body is feeling good. I’ve been preparing myself obviously 
for these games, knowing that we had these two games coming. I recently 
got back from an injury back in England so I’ve just been preparing myself 
physically and mentally to be ready for these games.
 
And in England, how is it going with Wycombe?
Yeah, everyday is what I say is a good experience, a learning experience. The 
most apparent thing about it, is it’s very tough and challenging because you 
are competing against people who are probably better than you, people who 
have had better careers than myself at least, who have been a professional 
longer than I have, so the best thing I can do is look at them and work towards 
being better, learning off them and hopefully my time will come. Like you 
say I’ve been injured, I haven’t had much luck with injuries but I just need to 
prepare myself as best as possible so hopefully one day I get some good luck 
and breakthrough.

Onto our opponents now, you scored the winner the last time Gibraltar 
beat Liechtenstein, away in Vaduz in the 2020 Nations League. Take us 
back to that day - How did you feel after that goal and huge win?
I remember, it was an amazing day. I remember I did play a very good first 
half and obviously the whole team played really well but I do remember very 
specifically Graeme [Torrilla] playing a really good second half also. Looking 
back to that day I did score the goal that won it but it was a whole team effort. 
Graeme made a last-minute block at the end; Scott [Wiseman] made another 
last-minute block. It was a team effort and probably one of our best wins 
considering it was away in their pitch and what it meant for us to later win the 
group. It was a really good day. It is one of the proudest moments of my career 
so far.
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What do you think we can expect from Liechtenstein this week?
Liechtenstein is a very good side. They are going to play football. They are a 
team that like to play. Obviously, there are a few tactical points that we have 
spoken about but we aren’t focusing much on them, we are focusing on what 
we can do. We’re obviously going to go for the win because it’s important to us 
to also get winning momentum for what’s to come in March which is another 
special few games. So yeah, we’re just focusing on ourselves and seeing how 
we can prepare best as possible to get the wins these next few games.

These are our last two internationals before the EURO 2024 Qualifiers 
begin in March, in yet another tough but interesting group. Are you able 
to look ahead to the qualifiers yet, or is the team solely focussed on these 
two friendlies this week?
I think it’s very hard not to look ahead to the games, because you dream of it 
as a boy to play against players like that. Not even that, I think that was far from 
our dreams as boys growing up. You’d never think you’d be facing people 
like this and now it’s within touching distance a couple of months away. So, 
us as a team and the players individually, all we’ve got to do is prepare as 
best as possible to make sure that when those games come, we’re ready and 
obviously use these two games as preparations for what’s to come. 

We’ve missed your intensity and fight in the last few matches. Can you 
tell us about this and the passion that drives you when you pull on a 
Gibraltar shirt?
There’s nothing like it I can tell you that. It’s been quite sad to be fair because 
I’ve been getting different injuries, all of them landing in the international 
period. Some of them luckily enough I was able to come home and watch them. 
I’ve missed ten games in one year of football. The games that I’ve watched in 
the UK have been on the iPad in my room by myself and there’s been some 
tough times but coming back here gives me that extra boost to be able to do 
anything I can to help these boys out. At the end of the day, I just want to do 
the best I can to get a win, to score a goal, to give an assist, to do whatever the 
manager asks me to do and hopefully we can get these two wins now. 

Lastly, these are the last two men’s international matches at the Victoria 
Stadium. Ourselves as a nation, and you personally have had many 
historic moments there in recent history. How emotional will it be 
stepping out onto the pitch for a final time and what do you expect from 
our home support?
Hopefully they understand what’s coming. It’s obviously going to be something 
special to be playing these two games at home. Obviously, I am a young 
player but can you imagine for players like Lee [Casciaro] and Roy [Chipolina], 
players that have grown up playing on that pitch. I have also grown on that 
pitch but they have done it for longer than I have and they’ve lived even more 
special moments than me, so to be playing these two games in the stadium for 
the last time until they do a rebuild is going to be special. Obviously for all the 
fans that come to watch I just hope they come and support us with everything 
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they have because we’re going to need it, and hopefully we give a very good 
sending off to the Victoria Stadium worthy of one it deserves. 
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joseph chipolina
Passion above all else - Senior men’s international Joseph Chipolina lifted 
the lid on his personal struggles over the last two years and highlighted the 
pride he feels in having been able to return to the pitch and claim his 50th 
international cap.

Liechtenstein holds special memories for you, the end of a special 
week in which you scored two winning goals for Gibraltar. What do you 
remember about the header at the Victoria Stadium back in 2018?
Well, it was an amazing feeling. First and foremost, winning the game against 
Armenia, that was our first international win. Then I managed to get the 
winner after George [Cabrera] scored the equalising goal then six or seven 
minutes later Liam [Walker] made a great corner, and as always, I normally get 
behind those balls so I managed to head it through. It was a winning goal. It 
was amazing because it was our first ever win here in Gibraltar with the home 
crowd. It was a buzz. 

And talk to us about that celebration!....
Of course, it’s different. I scored, like I said, the winner versus Armenia but it’s 
not the same scoring abroad and actually scoring here in Gibraltar. Just seeing 
the fans and everyone who was here. It’s just an amazing feeling to share it with 
them. Gives you an extra kick.
 
You won your 50th cap in Gibraltar’s last international, the 4th player to 
do so since we joined UEFA. How proud does that make you?
It’s  massive achievement. I’ve been here since I was 16 playing for the national 
squad. I could have maybe done it before but obviously I got my injury and I 
was out for quite some time. It’s always great achievement for oneself. Being 
called upon for every game that we play and managing to get some minutes 
in. It goes to show as well how you work and how you train and how you 
maintain focus to be able to cope and play these games. Like I say, every game 
is different and you enjoy it in a different way. As you get older you enjoy it 
even more and you always want to be there. 

You have been through a difficult couple of years which started off with 
an unfortunate and very serious injury. How did you manage to find 
the motivation to get yourself back to being able to play international 
football?
It’s about passion. I went through a very bad phase. I was told that I had PTSD 
(Post Traumatic Stress Dissorder) and I went into a black hole. I reached rock-
bottom, but I pushed myself back up and I told myself I wanted to keep playing. 
After my second surgery I was told by the surgeon that it wasn’t possible for 
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me to play football ever again. That’s just the kind of person I am, I always try 
to prove others wrong and I did so. Thankfully I’m playing injury free right now 
and getting minutes with another club, which is Glacis [United FC]. I’m very 
happy again to be part of this new chapter. 

Moving to Glacis United FC this season, how are you finding it and has 
playing regularly and in a leadership role at club level helped you?
Moving teams is not always easy but it’s a new challenge. Those who are 
competitive enough always love new challenges. It’s not been an easy move. 
I’m going to be there until the 31st of December. Something agreed upon 
with the club for myself and maybe the club’s interest as well. I’m very happy 
there and I’ve been treated very well by the team. To be honest I moulded into 
the group very well. Obviously, I’ve got my senior ship there as well, one of the 
oldest, and they respect me for that as well. 

Do you look too far ahead of yourself at this stage in your career or is it 
literally one game at a time?
It’s a tricky question. I used to look ahead before, but when my injury came, 
I just looked day-by-day. I train everyday as much as I can, obviously work 
permitting as well. If I don’t train in football I’m going to be training at work. 
Those who know me at work know I’m training every single day. It’s all about 
focusing both physically and mentally. Like I said, I take it day-by-day because 
after that injury I don’t want to plan ahead. I rather take it and enjoy it day-by-
day because you see things differently after you’ve had such a massive injury. 
I’m enjoying it more now, taking more of it in. 

What can we expect from Liechtenstein this time around? Are you 
looking forward to taking on an opponent against whom you have such 
fond memories?
They are a team that are mainly at the same level as ours despite being ranked 
higher in FIFA. I mean, every game at the end of the day is a chance to show 
yourself especially for the younger players and the squad is quite young now. 
We’ve been seeing videos about them. We’ve been doing some analysis of 
their play. I think that if we are calm with the ball and want the ball, and look for 
their little deficiencies, we’ll actually make them suffer. I suppose we just have 
to maintain the focus and be decisive with the ball, and just enjoy the game. 
At the end of the day, we have to enjoy every single moment, like I tell every 
young player. If we get a result, perfect, if we don’t, well at least we tried. 
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match report

HISTORY MAKERS! Gibraltar 1 – 1 Liechtenstein: Gibraltar promoted to 
Nations League C as rock-like defence stands fast.

A solid and determined defensive second-half display saw Gibraltar make 
history once again as they sealed qualification into League C of the UEFA Na-
tions League following a 1-1 draw with Liechtenstein at the Victoria Stadium.

Coming into the game undefeated, Julio Ribas’ men sat atop Group D and 
required only a point on the night to confirm their historic promotion, howev-
er, things were far from smooth sailing for the boys in Red who emulated the 
Rock they are so well known for in order to keep out a tireless Liechtenstein 
attack. 

Gibraltar registered the first chance of the game as Mohamed Badr blasted 
the ball over the crossbar from the edge of the area after De Barr chested a 
long ball down into his path.

The long ball forward towards De Barr became a common sight in Gibraltar’s 
attacks, as the tricky frontman repeatedly found joy drifting out wide towards 
the right flank of the Liechtenstein back four.  

With Liechtenstein requiring victory to usurp their hosts at the summit of the 
group, the visitors spent the opening 15 minutes of the game pushing high, 
however, Gibraltar continued to look dangerous on the counter, especially 

liechtenstein
november 2020
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through De Barr, who won a corner in the 17th minute through which Gibral-
tar took the lead.

Swung into the box by Walker, who was making his 50th appearance for Gi-
braltar, the ball flicked off the head of Louie Annesley before taking a host 
of wicked deflections, eventually ending up in the back of net with the last 
touch coming off of Daniel Brandle.

Elation seemed to fill the air in the Victoria Stadium as the Gibraltar XI on the 
field celebrated together, with even Dayle Coleing running the length of the 
field from his goal to join in the huddle. 1-0 after 17 minutes.

The visitors looked to respond straight away, testing Coleing in the Gibraltar 
net from distance, however the keeper was more than a match for the low 
effort as he parried it to safety.

The goal seemed to settle Gibraltar, who after taking the lead were firmly in 
the driving seat of the group as Liechtenstein now needed to score two goals 
against a home side who were yet to concede this campaign.

With this being said, Liechtenstein began applying pressure on the Gibraltar 
defence towards the final third of the half, however, the home side always 
looked comfortable in their shape, limiting the space available to their oppo-
sition and always look a threat on the counter, particularly through De Barr 
who was proving to be a handful in attack with his pace, strength and drib-
bling ability.
 
Unfortunately for the hosts they would not go into the break leading the tie 
as Liechtenstein clawed back a goal seconds before the break in the 44th 
minute through a Noah Frick tap in.

Boosted by the late goal, Liechtenstein started the better of the two sides in 
the second half, however, the home side stood firm in defence and clawed 
their way back into the game as they looked to take the lead and regain their 
insurance goal.

Having played a pivotal role in Gibraltar’s first, Walker came closest to open-
ing the scoring in the second half after his curling free-kick effort rattled the 
Liechtenstein crossbar before being claimed by a relived Thomas Hobi in 
goal.

The close chance seemed to wake the visitors who once again began ap-
plying pressure to the Gibraltar backline, with Ribas opting to reinforce his 
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defence through the addition of Ethan Jolley who entered the fray for Badr.

If Gibraltar weren’t feeling the pressure before then they certainly were in the 
final 15 minutes as the visitors increased the sense of urgency in their play 
and looked to disrupt the home side’s defensive shape.  

Despite the increasing waves of Liechtenstein pressure, Gibraltar and De 
Barr continued to show the threat they posed on the counter as the young 
striker appeared to assist Kian Ronan only for the linesman to flag for offside 
and rule out what looked to be the winner.

Into the final five and the tension within the Victoria Stadium was palpable 
as Liechtenstein continued to push with increasing numbers but were unable 
to breach the rock-like Gibraltar defence for a second timeThree minutes of 
added time stood between Gibraltar and modern day history as Liechten-
stein continued to load the box, but a last second imperious headed clear-
ance by defensive stalwart Roy Chipolina sealed the promotion to Nation 
League C, and as the referee blew for full-time the entire Gibraltar bench 
and back-room staff to charge the field in celebration with tears of joy in their 
eyes. 
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